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Abstract
In 1987, Gray and Putzolo presented the five-minute
rule, which was reviewed and renewed ten years later in
1997. With the advent of flash memory in the gap between
traditional RAM main memory and traditional disk systems,
the five-minute rule now applies to large pages appropriate
for today’s disks and their fast transfer bandwidths, and it
also applies to flash disks holding small pages appropriate
for their fast access latency.
Flash memory fills the gap between RAM and disks in
terms of many metrics: acquisition cost, access latency,
transfer bandwidth, spatial density, and power consumption. Thus, within a few years, flash memory will likely be
used heavily in operating systems, file systems, and database systems. Research into appropriate system architectures is urgently needed.
The basic software architectures for exploiting flash in
these systems are called “extended buffer pool” and “extended disk” here. Based on the characteristics of these
software architectures, an argument is presented why operating systems and file systems on one hand and database
systems on the other hand will best benefit from flash
memory by employing different software architectures.

1 Introduction
In 1987, Gray and Putzolo published their now-famous
five-minute rule [GP 87] for trading off memory and I/O
capacity. Their calculation compares the cost of holding a
record (or page) permanently in memory with the cost to
perform disk I/O each time the record (or page) is accessed,
using appropriate fractions of prices for RAM chips and for
disk drives. The name of their rule refers to the break-even
interval between accesses. If a record (or page) is accessed
more often, it should be kept in memory; otherwise, it
should remain on disk and read when needed.
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Based on then-current prices and performance characteristics of Tandem equipment, they found that the price of
RAM memory to hold a record of 1 KB was about equal to
the (fractional) price of a disk drive required to access such
a record every 400 seconds, which they rounded to
5 minutes. The break-even interval is about inversely proportional to the record size. Gray and Putzolo gave 1 hour
for records of 100 bytes and 2 minutes for pages of 4 KB.
The five-minute rule was reviewed and renewed ten
years later in 1997 [GG 97]. Lots of prices and performance
parameters had changed, e.g., the price for RAM memory
had tumbled from $5,000 to $15 per megabyte. Nonetheless, the break-even interval for pages of 4 KB was still
around 5 minutes. The first purpose of this paper is to review the five-minute rule after another ten years.
Of course, both prior papers acknowledge that prices
and performance vary among technologies and devices at
any point in time, e.g., RAM for mainframes versus minicomputers, SCSI versus IDE disks, etc. Therefore, interested readers are invited to re-evaluate the appropriate formulas for their environments and equipment. The values
used in this paper, e.g., in Table 1, are meant to be typical
for today’s technologies rather than universally accurate.
RAM
Flash disk
SATA disk
Price and
$3 for
$999 for
$80 for
capacity
8x64 Mbit
32 GB
250 GB
Access
12 ms
0.1 ms ?
latency
average
Transfer
66 MB/s
300 MB/s
bandwidth
API
API
Active
1W
10 W
power
Idle power
0.1 W
8W
Sleep
0.1 W
1W
power
Table 1. Prices and performance of flash and disks.
In addition to quantitative changes in prices and performance, qualitative changes already underway will affect
the software and hardware architectures of servers and in
particular of database systems. Database software will
change radically with the advent of new technologies: virtualization with hardware and software support as well as
higher utilization goals for physical machines, many-core
processors and transactional memory supported both in
programming environments and in hardware [LR 07], deployment in containers housing 1,000s of processors and
many TB of data [H 07], and flash memory that fills the gap
between traditional RAM and traditional rotating disks.

Flash memory falls between traditional RAM and persistent mass storage based on rotating disks in terms of acquisition cost, access latency, transfer bandwidth, spatial
density, power consumption, and cooling costs [GF 07].
Table 1 and some derived metrics in Table 2 illustrate this
point. (From dramexchange.com, dvnation.com, buy.com,
seagate.com, and samsung.com; all 4/11/2007).
Given that the number of CPU instructions possible
during the time required for one disk I/O has steadily increased, an intermediate memory in the storage hierarchy is
very desirable. Flash memory seems to be a highly probable
candidate, as has been observed many times by now.
Many architecture details remain to be worked out. For
example, in the hardware architecture, will flash memory be
accessible via a DIMM memory slot, via a SATA disk interface, or via yet another hardware interface? Given the
effort and delay in defining a new hardware interface, adaptations of existing interfaces are likely.
A major question is whether flash memory is considered a special part of main memory or a special part of persistent storage. Asked differently: if a system includes 1 GB
traditional RAM, 8 GB flash memory, and 250 GB traditional disk, does the software treat it as 250 GB persistent
storage and a 9 GB buffer pool, or as 258 GB persistent
storage and a 1 GB buffer pool? The second purpose of this
paper is to answer this question, and in fact to argue for
different answers in file systems and in database systems.
NAND
SATA
Flash
disk
$999 for
$80 for
Price and capacity
32 GB
250 GB
Price per GB
$31.20
$0.32
Time to read
0.16 ms
12.01 ms
a 4 KB page
4 KB reads
6,200
83
per second
Price per 4 KB
$0.16
$0.96
read per second
Time to read
3.98 ms
12.85 ms
a 256 KB page
256 KB reads
250
78
per second
Price per 256 KB
$3.99
$1.03
read per second
Table 2. Relative costs for flash memory and disks.
Many design decisions depend on the answer to this
question. For example, if flash memory is part of the buffer
pool, pages must be considered “dirty” if their contents
differ from the equivalent page in persistent storage. Synchronizing the file system or checkpointing a database must
force disk writes in those cases. If flash memory is part of
persistent storage, these write operations are not required.
Designers of operating systems and file systems will
want to employ flash memory as extended buffer pool (extended RAM memory), whereas database systems will

benefit from flash memory as extended disk (extended persistent storage). Multiple aspects of file systems and of database systems consistently favor these two designs.
Moreover, the characteristics of flash memory suggest
some substantial differences in the management of B-tree
pages and their allocation. Beyond optimization of page
sizes, we argue that B-trees will use different units of I/O
for flash memory and for disks. Presenting the case for this
design is the third purpose of this paper.

2 Assumptions
Forward-looking research always relies on many assumptions. This section attempts to list the assumptions that
lead to our conclusions. Some of the assumptions seem
fairly basic while others are more speculative.
One of our assumptions is that file systems and database systems assign to the flash memory between RAM and
the disk drive. Both software systems favor pages with
some probability that they will be touched in the future but
not with sufficient probability to warrant keeping them in
RAM. The estimation and administration of such probabilities follows the usual lines, e.g., LRU.
We assume that the administration of such information
employs data structures in RAM memory, even for pages
whose contents have been removed from RAM to flash
memory. For example, the LRU chain in a file system’s
buffer pool might cover both RAM memory and the flash
memory, or there might be two separate LRU chains. A
page is loaded into RAM and inserted at the head of the
first chain when it is needed by an application. When it
reaches the tail of the first chain, the page is moved to flash
memory and its descriptor to the head of the second LRU
chain. When it reaches the tail of the second chain, the page
is moved to disk and removed from the LRU chain. Other
replacement algorithms would work mutatis mutandis.
Such fine-grained LRU replacement of individual
pages is in contrast to assigning entire files, directories,
tables, or databases to different storage units. It seems that
page replacement is the appropriate granularity in buffer
pools. Moreover, proven methods exist to load and replace
buffer pool contents entirely automatically, without assistance by tuning tools and without directives by users or
administrators. An extended buffer pool in flash memory
should exploit the same methods as a traditional buffer
pool. For truly comparable and competitive performance
and administration costs, a similar approach seems advisable when flash memory is used as an extended disk.

2.1 File systems
In our research, we assumed a fairly traditional file system. Many file systems differ in some way or another from
this model, but it seems that most usage of file systems still
follows this model in general.

Each file is a large byte stream. Files are often read in
their entirety, their contents manipulated in memory, and
the entire file replaced if it is updated at all. Archiving, version retention, hierarchical storage management, data
movement using removable media, etc. all seem to follow
this model as well.
Based on that model, space allocation on disk attempts
to employ contiguous disk blocks for each file. Metadata
are limited to directories, a few standard tags such as a creation time, and data structures for space management.
Consistency of these on-disk data structures is achieved
by careful write ordering, fairly quick write-back of updated data blocks, and expensive file system checks after
any less-than-perfect shutdown or media removal. In other
words, we assume that the absence of transactional guarantees and transactional logging, at least for file contents. If
log-based recovery is supported for file contents such as
individual pages or records within pages, a number of our
arguments need to be revisited.

2.2 Database systems
We assume fairly traditional database systems with Btree indexes as the “work horse” storage structure. Similar
tree structures capture not only traditional clustered and
non-clustered indexes but also bitmap indexes, columnar
storage, contents indexes, XML indexes, catalogs (metadata), and allocation data structures.
With respect to transactional guarantees, we assume
traditional write-ahead logging of both contents changes
(such as inserting or deleting a record) and structural
changes (such as splitting B-tree nodes). Efficient log-based
recovery after failures is enabled by checkpoints that force
dirty data from the buffer pool to persistent storage.
Variations such as “second chance” checkpoints or
fuzzy checkpoints are included in our assumptions. In addition, “non-logged” (allocation-only logged) execution is
permitted for some operations such as index creation. These
operations require appropriate write ordering and a “force”
buffer pool policy [HR 83].

2.3 Flash memory
We assume that hardware and device drivers hide
many implementation details such as the specific hardware
interface to flash memory. For example, flash memory
might be mounted on the computer’s mother board, on a
memory DIMM slot, on a PCI board, or within a standard
disk enclosure. In all cases, we assume DMA transfers (or
something better) between RAM and flash memory. Moreover, we assume that either there is efficient DMA data
transfer between flash and disk or there is a transfer buffer
in RAM. The size of such transfer buffer should be, in a
first approximation, about equal to the product of transfer
bandwidth and disk latency. If it is desirable that disk writes

should never delay disk reads, the increased write-behind
latency must be included in the calculation.
We also assume that transfer bandwidths of flash
memory and disk are comparable. While flash write bandwidth has lagged behind read bandwidth, some products
claim a difference of less than a factor of two, e.g., Samsung’s Flash-based solid state disk also used in Table 1. If
necessary, the transfer bandwidth can be increased by use
of array arrangements as well known for disk drives
[CLG 94]. Even redundant arrangement of flash memory
may prove advantageous in some cases [CLG 94].
Since the reliability of current NAND flash suffers after 100,000 – 1,000,000 erase-and-write cycles, we assume
that some mechanisms for “wear leveling” are provided.
These mechanisms ensure that all pages or blocks of pages
are written similarly often. It is important to recognize the
similarity between wear leveling algorithms and logstructured file systems [OD 89, W 01], although the former
also move stable, unchanged data such that their locations
can also absorb some of the erase-and-write cycles.
Also note that traditional disk drives do not support
more write operations, albeit for different reasons. For example, 6 years of continuous and sustained writing at
100 MB/sec overwrites an entire 250 GB disk less than
80,000 times. In other words, assuming a log-structured file
system as appropriate for RAID-5 or RAID-6 arrays, the
reliability of current NAND flash seems comparable. Similarly, overwriting a 32 GB flash disk 100,000 times at
30 MB/s takes about 3½ years.
In addition to wear leveling, we assume that there is an
asynchronous agent that moves fairly stale data from flash
memory to disk and immediately erases the freed up space
in flash memory to prepare it for write operations without
further delay. This activity also has an immediate equivalence in log-structured file systems, namely the clean-up
activity that prepares space for future log writing. The difference is disk contents must merely be moved, whereas
flash contents must also be erased before the next write
operation at that location.
In either file systems or database systems, we assume
separate mechanisms for page tracking and page replacement. A traditional buffer pool, for example, provides both,
but it uses two different data structures for these two purposes. The standard design relies on a LRU list for page
replacement and on a hash table for tracking pages, i.e.,
which pages are present in the buffer pool and in which
buffer frames. Alternative algorithms and data structures
also separate page tracking and replacement management.
We assume that the data structures for the replacement
algorithm are small, high-traffic data structures and are
therefore kept in RAM memory. We also assume that page
tracking must be as persistent as the data; thus, a buffer
pool’s hash table is re-initialized during a system reboot but
page tracking information for pages on a persistent store
such as a disk must be as be stored with the data.

As mentioned above, we assume page replacement on
demand. In addition, there may be automatic policies and
mechanisms for prefetch, read-ahead, write-behind.
Based on these considerations, we assume that the contents of a flash memory are pretty much the same, whether
the flash memory extends the buffer pool or the disk. The
central question is therefore not what to keep in cache but
how to manage flash memory contents and its lifetime.
In database systems, flash memory can also be used for
recovery logs, because its short access times permit very
fast transaction commit. However, limitations in write
bandwidth discourage such use. Perhaps systems with dual
logs can combine low latency and high bandwidth, one log
on a traditional disk and one log on an array of flash chips.

2.4 Other hardware
In all cases, we assume RAM memory of a substantial
size, although probably less than flash memory or disk. The
relative sizes should be governed “five-minute rule”
[GP 87]. Note that, despite similar transfer bandwidth, the
short access latency of flash memory compare to disk results in surprising retention times for data in RAM memory,
as discussed below.
Finally, we assume sufficient processing bandwidth as
provided by modern many-core processors. Moreover, we
believe that forthcoming transactional memory (in hardware
and in the software run-time system) permits highly concurrent maintenance of complex data structures. For example,
page replacement heuristics might employ priority queues
rather than bitmaps or linked lists. Similarly, advanced lock
management might benefit from more complex data structures. Nonetheless, we do not assume or require data structures more complex than those already in common use for
page replacement and location tracking.

3 The five-minute rule
If flash memory is introduced as an intermediate level
in the memory hierarchy, relative sizing of memory levels
requires renewed consideration.
Tuning can be based on purchasing cost, total cost of
ownership, power, mean time to failure, mean time to data
loss, or a combination of metrics. Following Gray and Putzolo [GP 87], we focus here on purchasing cost. Other metrics and appropriate formulas to determine relative sizes can
be derived similarly, e.g., by replacing dollar costs with
energy use for caching and for moving data.
Gray and Putzolo introduced the formula BreakEvenIntervalinSeconds = (PagesPerMBofRAM / AccessesPerSecondPerDisk) × (PricePerDiskDrive / PricePerMBofRAM) [GG 97, GP 87]. It is derived using formulas for
the costs of RAM to hold a page in the buffer pool and of a
(fractional) disk to perform I/O every time a page is needed,
equating these two costs, and solving the equation for the
interval between accesses.

Assuming modern RAM, a disk drive using pages of
4 KB, and the values from Table 1 and Table 2, this produces (256 / 83) × ($80 / $0.047) = 5,248 seconds =
90 minutes = 1½ hours1. This compares to 2 minutes (for
pages of 4 KB) 20 years ago.
If there is a surprise in this change, it is that the breakeven interval has grown by less than two orders of magnitude. Recall that RAM memory was estimated in 1987 at
about $5,000 per MB whereas today the cost is about $0.05
per MB, a difference of five orders of magnitude. On the
other hand, disk prices have also tumbled ($15,000 per disk
in 1987) and disk latency and bandwidth have improved
considerably (from 15 accesses per second to about 100 on
SATA and about 200 on high-performance SCSI disks).
For RAM and flash disks of 32 GB, the break-even interval is (256 / 6,200) × ($999 / $0.047) = 876 seconds =
15 minutes. If today’s price for flash disks includes a “novelty premium” and comes down closer to the price of raw
flash memory, say to $400 (a price also anticipated by Gray
and Fitzgerald [GF 07]), then the break-even interval is
351 seconds = 6 minutes.
An important consequence is that in systems tuned using economic considerations, turn-over in RAM memory is
about 15 times faster (90 minutes / 6 minutes) if flash memory rather than a traditional disk is the next level in the storage hierarchy. Much less RAM is required resulting in
lower costs for purchase, power, and cooling.
Perhaps most interestingly, applying the same formula
to flash and disk gives (256 / 83) × ($80 / $0.03) =
8,070 seconds = 2¼ hours. Thus, all active data will remain
in RAM and flash memory.
Without doubt, 2 hours is longer than any common
checkpoint interval, which implies that dirty pages in flash
are forced to disk not by page replacement but always by
checkpoints. Pages that are updated frequently must be
written much more frequently (due to checkpoints) than is
optimal based on Gray and Putzolo’s formula.
In 1987, Gray and Putzolo speculated 20 years into the
future and anticipated a “five-hour rule” for RAM and
disks. For records of 1 KB, today’s devices suggest 20,978
seconds or a bit less than 6 hours. Their prediction was
amazingly accurate.
Page size
1KB
4KB 16KB 64KB 256KB
RAM-SATA 20,978
5,248 1,316
334
88
RAM-flash
2,513
876
467
365
339
Flash-SATA 32,253
8,070 2,024
513
135
RAM-$400
1,006
187
146
136
351
$400-SATA 80,553 20,155 5,056 1,281
337
Table 3. Break-even intervals [seconds].
All break-even intervals are different for larger page
sizes, e.g., 64 KB or even 256 KB. Table 3 shows the
break-even intervals, including ones cited above, for a variety of page sizes and combinations of storage technologies.
1

The “=” sign often indicates rounding in this paper.

“$400” stands for a 32 GB NAND flash drive available in
the future for $400 rather than for $999 today.
The old five-minute rule for RAM and disk now applies to page sizes of 64 KB (334 seconds). Five minutes
had been the approximate break-even interval for 1 KB in
1987 [GP 87] and for 8 KB in 1997 [GG 97]. This trend
reflects the different rates of improvement in disk access
latency and transfer bandwidth.
The five-minute break-even interval also applies to
RAM and today’s expensive flash memory for page sizes of
64 KB and above (365 and 339 seconds). As the price premium for flash memory decreases, so does the break-even
interval (146 and 136 seconds).
The two new five-minute rules promised in the abstract
are indicated with values in bold italics in Table 3. We will
come back to this table and these rules in the discussion on
optimal node sizes for B-tree indexes.

4 Page movement
In addition to I/O to and from RAM memory, a threelevel memory hierarchy also requires data movement between flash memory and disk storage.
The pure mechanism for moving pages can be realized
in hardware, e.g., by DMA transfer, or it might require an
indirect transfer via RAM memory. The former case promises better performance, whereas the latter design can be
realized entirely in software without novel hardware. On
the other hand, hybrid disk manufacturers might have costeffective hardware implementations already available.
The policy for page movement is governed or derived
from demand-paging and LRU replacement. As discussed
above, replacement policies in both file systems and database systems may rely on LRU and can be implemented
with appropriate data structures in RAM memory. As with
buffer management in RAM memory, there may be differences due to prefetch, read-ahead, and write-behind, which
in database systems may be directed by hints from the
query execution layer, whereas file systems must detect
page access patterns and worthwhile read-ahead actions
without the benefit of such hints.
If flash memory is part of the persistent storage, page
movement between flash memory and disk is very similar
to page movement during defragmentation, both in file systems and in database systems. Perhaps the most significant
difference is how page movement and current page locations are tracked in these two kinds of systems.

5 Tracking page locations
The mechanisms for tracking page locations are quite
different in file systems and database systems. In file systems, pointer pages keep track of data pages or of runs of
contiguous data pages. Moving an individual page may
require breaking up a run. It always requires updating and
then writing a pointer page.

In database systems, most data is stored in B-tree indexes, including clustered and non-clustered indexes on
tables, materialized views, and metadata catalogs. Bitmap
indexes, columnar storage, and master-detail clustering can
readily and efficiently be represented in B-tree indexes
[G 07]. Tree structures derived from B-trees are also used
for binary large objects (“blobs”) and are similar to the storage structures of some file systems [CDR 89, S 81].
For B-trees, moving an individual page can range from
very expensive to very cheap. The most efficient mechanisms are usually found in utilities for defragmentation or
reorganization. Cost or efficiency result from two aspects of
B-tree implementation, namely maintenance of neighbor
pointers and logging for recovery.
First, if physical neighbor pointers are maintained in
each B-tree page, moving a single page requires updating
two neighbors in addition to the parent node. If the
neighbor pointers are logical using “fence keys,” only the
parent page requires an update during a page movement
[G 04]. If the parent page is in memory, perhaps even
pinned in the buffer pool, recording the new location is
rather like updating an in-memory indirection array. The
pointer change in the parent page is logged in the recovery
log, but there is no need to force the log immediately to
stable storage because this change is merely a structural
change, not a database contents change.
Second, database systems log changes in the physical
database, and in the extreme case both the deleted page
image and the newly created page image are logged. Thus,
an inefficient implementation produces two full log pages
whenever a single data page moves from one location to
another. A more efficient implementation only logs allocation actions and delays de-allocation of the old page image
until the new image is safely written in its intended location
[G 04]. In other words, moving a page from one location,
e.g., on persistent flash memory, to another location, e.g.,
on disk, requires only a few bytes in the database recovery
log.
The difference between file systems and database systems is the efficiency of updates enabled by the recovery
log. In a file system, the new page location must be saved
as soon as possible by writing a new image of the pointer
page. In a database system, only a few short log records
must be added to the log buffer. Thus, the overhead for a
page movement in a file system is writing an entire pointer
page using a random access, whereas a database system
adds a log record of a few dozen bytes to the log buffer that
will eventually be written using large sequential write operations.
If a file system uses flash memory as persistent store,
moving a page between a flash memory location and an ondisk location adds substantial overhead. Thus, we believe
that file system designers will prefer flash memory as extension to the buffer pool rather than extension of the disk,
thus avoiding this overhead.

A database system, however, has built-in mechanisms
that can easily track page movements. These mechanisms
are inherent in the “work horse” data structure, B-tree indexes. In comparison to file systems, these mechanisms
permit very efficient page movement. Each page movement
requires only a fraction of a sequential write (in the recovery log) rather than a full random write.
Moreover, the database mechanisms are also very reliable. Should a failure occur during a page movement, database recovery is driven by the recovery log, whereas a file
system requires checking the entire storage during reboot.

6 Checkpoint processing
To ensure fast recovery after a system failure, database
systems employ checkpoints. Their effect is that recovery
only needs to consider database activity later than the most
recent checkpoint plus some limited activity explicitly indicated in the checkpoint information. This effect is achieved
partially by writing dirty pages in buffer pool.
If pages in flash memory are considered part of the
buffer pool, dirty pages must be written to disk during database checkpoints. Common checkpoint intervals are measured in seconds or minutes. Alternatively, if checkpoints are
not truly points but intervals, it is even reasonable to flush
pages and perform checkpoint activities continuously, starting the next one as soon as one finishes. Thus, many writes
to flash memory will soon require a write to disk, and flash
memory as intermediate level in the memory hierarchy fails
to absorb write activity. This effect may be exacerbated if,
as discussed in the previous section, RAM memory is kept
small due to the presence of flash memory.
If, on the other hand, flash memory is part of the persistent storage, writing to flash memory is sufficient. Writethrough to disk is required only as part of page replacement,
i.e., when a page’s usage suggests placement on disk rather
than in flash memory. Thus, checkpoints do not incur the
cost of moving data from flash memory to disk.
Checkpoints might even be faster in systems with flash
memory because dirty pages in RAM memory need to be
written merely to flash memory, not to disk. Given the very
fast random access in flash memory relative to disk drives,
this difference might speed up checkpoints significantly.
To summarize, database systems benefit if the flash
memory is managed as part of the persistent storage. In
contrast, traditional file systems do not have system-wide
checkpoints that flush the recovery log and any dirty data in
the buffer pool. Instead, they rely on carefully writing
modified file system pages due to the lack of a recovery log
protecting file contents.

7 Page sizes
In addition to the tuning based on the five-minute rule,
another optimization based on access performance is sizing
of B-tree nodes. The optimal page size combines a short

access time with a high reduction in remaining search
space. Assuming binary search within each B-tree node, the
latter is measured by the logarithm of records within a
node. This measure was called a node’s “utility” in our earlier work [GG 97]. This optimization is essentially equivalent to one described in the original research on B-trees
[BM 70].
Page size Records Node Access Utility
/ page
utility
time
/ time
4 KB
140
7 12.0ms
0.58
16 KB
560
9 12.1ms
0.75
64 KB
2,240
11 12.2ms
0.90
128 KB
4,480
12 12.4ms
0.97
256 KB
8,960
13 12.9ms
1.01
512 KB
17,920
14 13.7ms
1.02
1 MB
35,840
15 15.4ms
0.97
Table 4. Page utility for B-tree nodes on disk.
Table 4 illustrates this optimization for records of 20
bytes, typical if prefix and suffix truncation [BU 77] are
employed, and nodes filled at about 70%.
Not surprisingly, the optimal page size for B-tree indexes on modern high-bandwidth disks is much larger than
traditional database systems have employed. The access
time dominates for all small page sizes, such that additional
byte transfer and thus additional utility are almost free.
B-tree nodes of 256 KB are very near optimal. For
those, Table 3 indicates a break-even time for RAM and
disk of 88 seconds. For a $400-flash disk and a traditional
rotating hard disk, Table 3 indicates 337 seconds or just
over 5 minutes. This is the first of the two five-minute rules
promised in the abstract.
Page
Records
Node
Access
Utility
size
per page utility time
/ time
1 KB
35
5
0.11ms
43.4
2 KB
70
6
0.13ms
46.1
4 KB
140
7
0.16ms
43.6
8 KB
280
8
0.22ms
36.2
16 KB
560
9
0.34ms
26.3
64 KB
2,240
11
1.07ms
10.3
Table 5. Page utility for B-tree nodes on flash memory.
Table 5 illustrates the same calculations for B-trees on
flash memory. Due to the lack of mechanical seeking and
rotation, the transfer time dominates even for small pages.
The optimal page size for B-trees on flash memory is 2 KB,
much smaller than for traditional disk drives.
In Table 3, the break-even interval for pages of 4 KB is
351 seconds. This is the second five-minute rule promised
in the abstract.
The implication of two different optimal page sizes is
that a uniform node size for B-trees on flash memory and
traditional rotating hard disks is sub-optimal. Optimizing
page sizes for both media requires a change in buffer management, space allocation, and some of the B-tree logic.
Fortunately, O’Neil already designed a space allocation
scheme for B-trees in which neighboring leaf nodes usually

reside within the same contiguous extent of pages [O 92].
When a new page is needed for a node split, another page
within the same extent is allocated. When extent overflows,
half its pages moved to a newly allocated extent.
Using O’Neil’s SB-trees, extents of 256 KB are the
units of transfer between flash memory and disk, whereas
pages of 4 KB are the unit of transfer between RAM and
flash memory.
Similar notions of self-similar B-trees have also been
proposed for higher levels in the memory hierarchy, e.g., in
the form of B-trees of cache lines for the indirection vector
within a large page [L 01]. Given that there are at least 3
levels of B-trees and 3 node sizes now, i.e., cache lines,
flash memory pages, and disk pages, research into cacheoblivious B-trees [BDC 05] might be very promising.

8 Query processing
Self-similar designs apply both to data structures such
as B-trees and to algorithms. For example, sort algorithms
already employ algorithms similar to traditional external
merge sort in multiple ways, not only to merge runs on disk
but also to merge runs in memory, where the initial runs in
memory are sized to limit run creation to the CPU cache
[G 06, NBC 95].
The same technique might be applied three times instead of two, i.e., runs in memory are merged into runs in
flash memory, and for very large sort operations, runs on
flash memory are merged into runs on disk. Read-ahead,
forecasting, write-behind, and page sizes all deserve a new
look in a multi-level memory hierarchy consisting of cache,
RAM, flash memory, and traditional disk drives. These
page sizes can then inform the break-even calculation for
page retention versus I/O and thus guide the optimal capacities at each memory level.
It may be surmised that a variation of this sort algorithm will not only be fast but also energy-efficient. While
energy efficiency has always been crucial for batterypowered devices, research into energy-efficient query processing on server machines is only now beginning [RSK 07].
For example, both for flash memory and for disks, the energy-optimal page sizes might well differ from the performance-optimal page sizes.
The I/O pattern of external merge sort is similar (albeit
in the opposite direction) to the I/O pattern of external partition sort as well as to the I/O pattern of partitioning during
hash join and hash aggregation. The latter algorithms, too,
require re-evaluation and -design in a three-level memory
hierarchy, or even a four-level memory hierarchy is CPU
caches are also considered [SKN 94].
Flash memory with its very fast access times may revive interest in index-based query execution [DNB 93,
G 03]. Optimal pages size and turn-over times are those
derived in the earlier sections.

9 Record and object caches
Page sizes in database systems have grown over the
years, although not as fast as disk transfer bandwidth. On
the other hand, small pages require less buffer pool space
for each root-to-leaf search. For example, consider an index
with 20,000,000 entries. With index pages of 128 KB and
4,500 records, a root-to-leaf search requires 2 nodes and
thus 256 KB in the buffer pool, although half it that (the
root node) can probably be shared with other transactions.
With index pages of 8 KB and 280 records per page, a rootto-leaf search requires 3 nodes or 24 KB in the buffer pool,
or one order of magnitude less.
In the traditional database architecture, the default page
size is a compromise between efficient index search (using
large B-tree nodes as discussed above and already in the
original B-tree papers [BM 70]) and moderate buffer pool
requirements for each index search. Nonetheless, the example above requires 24 KB in the buffer pool for finding a
record of perhaps only 20 bytes, and it requires 8 KB of the
buffer pool for retaining these 20 bytes in memory. An alternative design employs large on-disk pages and a record
cache that serves applications, because record cache minimize memory needs yet provide the desired data retention.
The introduction of flash memory with its fast access
latency and its small optimal page size may render record
caches obsolete. With the large on-disk pages in flash
memory and only small pages in the in-memory buffer
pool, the desired compromise can be achieved without the
need for two separate data structures, i.e., a transacted Btree and a separate record cache.
In object-oriented applications that assemble complex
objects from many tables and indexes in a relational database, the problem may be either better or worse, depending
on the B-tree technology employed. If traditional indexes
are used with a separate B-tree for each record format, assembling a complex object in memory requires many rootto-leaf searches and thus many B-tree nodes in the buffer
pool. If records from multiple indexes can be interleaved
within a single B-tree based on their common search keys
and sort order [G 07, H 78], e.g., on object identifier plus
appropriate additional keys, very few or even a single Btree search may suffice. Moreover, the entire complex object may be retained in a single page within the buffer pool.

10 Directions for future work
Several directions for future research suggest themselves. We plan on pursuing multiple of these in the future.
First, the analyses in this paper are focused on purchasing costs. Other costs could be taken into consideration in
order to capture total cost of ownership. Perhaps most interestingly, a focus on energy consumption may lead to different break-even points or even entirely different conclusions.
Along with CPU scheduling, algorithms for staging data in
the memory hierarchy, including buffer pool replacement

and compression, may be the software techniques with the
highest impact on energy consumption.
Second, the five-minute rule applies to permanent data
and their management in a buffer pool. The optimal retention time for temporary data such as run files in sorting and
overflow files in hash join and hash aggregation may be
different. For sorting, as for B-tree searches, the goal should
be to maximize the number of comparisons per unit of I/O
time or per unit of energy spent on I/O. Focused research
may lead to new insights about query processing in multilevel memory hierarchies.
Third, Gray and Putzolo offered further rules of thumb,
e.g., the ten-byte rule for trading memory and CPU power.
These rules also warrant revisiting for both costs and energy. Compared to 1987, the most fundamental change may
be that CPU power should be measured not in instructions
but in cache line replacements. Trading off space and time
seems like a new problem in this environment.
Fourth, what are the best data movement policies? One
extreme is a database administrator explicitly moving entire
files, tables and indexes between flash memory and traditional disk. Another extreme is automatic movement of
individual pages, controlled by a replacement policy such
as LRU. Intermediate policies may focus on the roles of
individual pages within a database or on the current query
processing activity. For example, catalog pages may be
moved after schema changes to facilitate fast recompilation
of all caches query execution plans, and upper B-tree levels
may be prefetched and cached in RAM memory or in flash
memory during execution of query plans relying on index
navigation.
Fifth, what are secondary effects of introducing flash
memory into the memory hierarchy of a database server?
For example, short access times permit a lower multiprogramming level, because only short I/O operations must
be “hidden” by asynchronous I/O and context switching. A
lower multi-programming level in turn may reduce contention for memory in sort and hash operations and for locks
and latches (concurrency control for in-memory data structures). Should this effect prove significant, effort and complexity of using a fine granularity of locking may be reduced.
Sixth, how will flash memory affect in-memory database systems? Will they become more scalable, affordable,
and popular based on memory inexpensively extended with
flash memory rather than RAM memory? Will they become
less popular due to very fast traditional database systems
using flash memory instead of (or in addition to) disks? Can
a traditional code base using flash memory instead of traditional disks compete with a specialized in-memory database
system in terms of performance, total cost of ownership,
development and maintenance costs, time to market of features and releases, etc.?
Finally, techniques similar to generational garbage collection may benefit storage hierarchies. Selective reclamation applies not only to unreachable in-memory objects but

also to buffer pool pages and favored locations on permanent storage. Such research also may provide guidance for
log-structured file systems, for wear leveling for flash
memory, and for write-optimized B-trees on RAID storage.

11 Summary and conclusions
In summary, the 20-year-old “five minute rule” for
RAM and disks still holds, but for ever larger disk pages.
Moreover, it should be augmented by two new five-minute
rules, one for large pages moving between RAM and flash
memory and for small pages moving between flash memory
and disks. For small pages moving between RAM and disk,
Gray and Putzolo were amazingly accurate in predicting a
five-hour break-even point 20 years into the future.
Research into flash memory and its place in system architectures is urgent and important. Within a few years,
flash memory will be used to fill the gap between traditional RAM memory and traditional disk drives in many
operating systems, file systems, and database systems.
Flash memory can be used to extend RAM or to extend
persistent storage. These models are called “extended buffer
pool” and “extended disk” here. Both models may seem
viable in operating systems, file systems, and in database
systems. Due to the characteristics of these systems, however, they will employ different usage models.
In both models, contents of RAM and of flash will be
governed by LRU-like replacement algorithms that attempt
to keep the most valuable pages in RAM and the least valuable pages on traditional disks. The linked list or other data
structure implementing the replacement policy for the flash
memory will be maintained in RAM.
Operating systems and file systems will employ flash
memory mostly as transient memory, e.g., as a fast backup
store for virtual memory and as a secondary file system
cache. Both of these applications fall into the extended
buffer pool model. During an orderly system shutdown, the
flash memory contents might be written to persistent storage. During a system crash, however, the RAM-based description of flash memory contents will be lost and must be
reconstructed by a contents analysis very similar to a traditional file system check. Alternatively, flash memory contents can be voided and be reloaded on demand.
Database systems, on the other hand, will employ flash
memory as persistent storage, using the extended disk
model. The current contents will be described in persistent
data structures, e.g., parent pages in B-tree indexes. Traditional durability mechanisms, in particular logging and
checkpoints, ensure consistency and efficient recovery after
system crashes. An orderly system shutdown has no need to
write flash memory contents to disk.
There are two reasons for these different usage models
for flash memory. First, database systems rely on regular
checkpoints during which dirty pages in the buffer pool are
flushed to persistent storage. If a dirty page is moved from
RAM to the extended buffer pool in flash memory, it cre-

ates substantial overhead during the next checkpoint. A free
buffer must be found in RAM, the page contents must be
read from flash memory into RAM, and then the page must
be written disk. Adding such overhead to checkpoints is not
attractive in database systems with frequent checkpoints.
Operating systems and file systems, on the other hand, do
not rely on checkpoints and thus can exploit flash memory
as extended buffer pool.
Second, the principal persistent data structures of databases, B-tree indexes, provide precisely the mapping and
location tracking mechanisms needed to complement frequent page movement and replacement. Thus, tracking a
data page when it moves between disk and flash relies on
the same data structure maintained for efficient database
search. In addition to avoiding buffer descriptors etc. for
pages in flash memory, avoiding indirection in locating a
page also makes database searches as efficient as possible.
Finally, as the ratio of access latencies and transfer
bandwidth is very different for flash memory and for disks,
different B-tree node sizes are optimal. O’Neil’s SB-tree
exploits two nodes sizes as needed in a multi-level storage
hierarchy. The required inexpensive mechanisms for moving individual pages are the same as those required when
moving pages between flash memory and disk.
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